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About This Game

What a mess! Grimelda, a young witch, wanted to give her hair a little makeover when suddenly a tiny drop of her hair dye
dripped into the magic cauldron of her aunt! And then it happened... BOOM! A big bang followed by a massive explosion! Now
the whole, beautiful forest is covered with nasty, purple ooze! The young witch must clean everything up before her aunt comes

back...
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Title: The Witch's Apprentice: A Magical Mishap
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Whalebox Studio
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Min. CPU 1500 MHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Grafic card with 128 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: yes

English,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,Dutch,Portuguese
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LucasArts perfected the point-and-click, so tells us gaming history and is right. After Grim Fandango in 1998 their golden age
came to a close and all was quiet for adventure fans for a good long while. Germans eventually decided to save the world and
have held the cursor torch for years. Lost Horizon is an almost forgotten title from 2010 that strengthens the Teutonic monopoly
on adventuring.

The games lead, Fanton Peddock, is the best possible company: smart yet goofy and serious about things that matter. He is
voiced to perfection by Adam Howden (Anders from Dragon Age) and rest of the cast shines as well. Peddocks commitment to
nonviolence prevents him from harming man or beast: even a troublesome alley cat is distracted in a way that any feline
certainly appreciates.

The same attitude is spread throughout the entire game, which is filled by harmless old world charm. A hulking Nazi trooper
tortures a poor helpless prisoner with German march music, Peddock gets to rig the 1936 Olympic decathlon and outwit Hong
Kong triads. There is refreshing innocence in all this, which is not pandering in any way.

The puzzles are logical, meaning adventure-game logics and not the real-world kind. Writing is supremely clear and economical
with only the periodical exposition marring the classicist perfection. All the scenes fit together and the plot twists are both
surprising and logical. The game has a feature that highlights all the things you can interact with but the puzzles themselves are
very clever indeed and beating them felt like victory every single time. Peddocks story is split into seven chapters and took me
nine hours to finish which I felt to be completely satisfying.

It is rare to finish a game feeling rejuvenated like this. I would not want to change a single thing in this little gem and
recommend it to anyone with even a passing interest in adventures.. For the price its a great little endless shooter thats great for
some casual gameplay. I really enjoyed it.. New Review:
In much faster turnaround then expected, the bugs listed below were fixed or greatly improved. While there is still some room
for improvment (like additional game modes) I can now feel like I just suck instead of the game not working correctly. Still a
high price point for how much content there is, but it keeps feeling better every patch.

Old review:
I have been looking for a good baseball game for VR but this just wont do. I think tracking on the swings is a bit messed up, but
even if it isnt and I just suck there are a good number of game breaking bugs. Not the least of which is that after a few pitches
the ball will start to stand still where it should have connected with your bat, allowing you to swing again, almost guaranteeing a
homerun.

The ball also likes to get stuck in the 'catchers' mitt with no hitbox but the pitcher will refuse to throw a new ball. Aside from
that, it also doesnt like ending the game after a round of homerun derby is over.

The good parts about this game are the customizable options to make the game match your skill level. But the core mechanics
are broken so I cant reccommend this title.

For $20+ I took a huge gamble and struck out.. Nice art, quality gameplay, acceptable music and sound effects, plenty of levels,
plenty of waifus.. Steel Storm is great alone but it becomes awesome in co-op.. Open mic is a godly feature.. The Maw is a cute
little story about a boy and his alien stomach monster escaping from intergalactic...police? slavers? It's a fun little, easy puzzle
game.. Worth the price of admission
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Nice game, no need high-end / mid-end engine,
Nice story with idol inside(?), Pfftt

Different from the other Sword Art Online games, like Boring game, this is not a boring game!
11.5 hours played, i think this is worth you to buy this game.

Character creating is sucks, but why you create your own character when you can play all of playable character?

Add me as friend if you've unlocked Online Multiplayer. Be warned! If you're a fan of casual RPGs, this one is not for you. It's
an epic quest of XP grinding, min-maxing and filling your inventory with alchemical ingerients. Therefore I'm going to give this
one a thumbs down.

There's some pen-and-paper retro charm to Eschalon that makes it worthwhile to people who really love turn based and number-
driven adventures with no dedicated run buttons. You have to rest for eight hours to regain mana in order to kill a single bumble
bee. If that's your thing, who am I to judge?. And once you've thought that there weren't enough side scrolling 2D shooters out
there, along comes Who's that Flying?! Although simple and mindless, it's actually fun. There's plenty of action going on at all
times keeps it from getting stale. It offers a short cartoon campaign with a story to save different cities around the world. The
goal is to keep 50 enemies from getting past you which is harder than it sounds on some of the levels. Add in a different
assortment of boss battles and it's actually a real treat.

You get a special one-time powerful beam every time you kill a certain number of monsters, but the charge will deplete if an
enemy gets past. It has controller support which is nice. And once you finish the campaign there are a couple dozen challenge
levels and an infinite mode to keep you entertained even further.

The in-between time waiting for levels to load seemed a bit long though, but not overly excessive. Decent dollar menu game..
Well, where to start?

Just buy it already. This game is fun, beutifully detailed and 10/10 in the fun scale.. Game play you can check out at : 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ikf9H0dihFI

Not a bad game, but lacking in game play, it needs more that just running to and from your towners. I think it would be more
fun playing the multi-player with friends. The graphics are cartoon like but look great. I did run into a bit of lag while playing
not sure why. Its a good way to kill time but at $8.49- on sale $9.99 normal price I think its over price. I would put this game at
$4.99 the way it sets now. I still would recommend buying this game as I think the Dev has got a good thing here and with the
right touch it could be a great game.
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